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About This Game

In the distant future, humanity is nearing it's end. A monster that was slain by the divine long ago has returned and is hunting
down all life. Now a group of people have managed to get an old device up and running, this will allow Jason to go back in time
and try to save this dark and desperate future. Along the way he will meet people who have a certain impact in time, but can he

change that impact or is time truly set in stone?
His journey will take him to four different times, each having their own style and characters. Along the way he will uncover

deep dark secrets that will change how everyone sees the world and universe. In the end nothing will be the same.

-Each act has their own story that ties into the full story of the game. Stop a mad man from bringing forth a terrible beast, fight
against

a crazed who will stop at nothing to take over the land, and find a way to free the world from the control of a messed up a.i. All
the

while changing the future.

-Each town, dungeon and other maps are full of hidden paths, puzzles and awesome treasure. Each act's puzzle get more
complicated

and become more rewarding. Also there are very challenging ones along the way but their rewards are great!

-There are many hidden throughout the land, even some trash items may turn into great rewards later on. Some side quests even
go

through the acts. Like finding a use for a simple useless stick, or taking on a tower frozen in ice to reclaim a stolen song book
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and
more.

-Roughly 16 hours of game play, each act is a few hours long not including side quests and exploration.
-Resolution 1280x720
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Title: The Divine Paradox
Genre: RPG
Developer:
Cape of Games LLC
Publisher:
Cape of Games LLC
Release Date: 26 Sep, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: WindowsR 7/8/8.1/10 (32bit/64bit)

Processor: Intel Core2 Duo or better

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 9/OpenGL 4.1 capable GPU

Storage: 700 MB available space

English
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the divine paradox hermeticism. the divine paradox kybalion. what is the divine paradox. the divine paradox. divine paradox of
the absolute and relative. the divine paradox of winning by losing. the divine paradox documentary

The Divine Paradox is a RPG maker game with an estimated various
plot twisted dialect spinoff of a time dimension of
different timelines!

You got through 3 advanced worlds!First being the kingdom era!Then
the chinese folkworld!And finally the Outer Space complex plus if you count
the flourished recovery final boss which is a major disappointment!

Its not a bad game,their's many nationwide efforts to be incredible
in some heirloom choices!

But overall this game is a verify once-common RPG maker game to be played
once and thats ultimately it!

I give this game a 8.6\/10 its fun for combing through flipped
surfaces but the game never dives into a fantastic storyline and its
ripped to the shred plant as not to be played again love the burrito master. Very nice game.
Its refreshing to see a developer that doesnt demolish their own game by trying too hard to improve and innovate, and just sticks
to solid values that work.

Combat system is one of the better ive seen in rpg maker games, and it offers a decent challenge. I particularly like that there
are no hp\/mp recharge spots at every corner like in most other games.
There is a respectable amount of skills, items and equipment with good variation.
A very nice touch is the work put into making exploration worthwhile and how it avoids being tedious.

Despite its low production values, it is obvious that genuine effort was put into every aspect of the game and i have a lot of
respect for that.
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